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Public register version - restriction of publication claimed in relation to part 

Dear Richard 

Virgin Blue and Air New Zealand Applications for Authorisation - SAPG response to questions 

We refer to the ACCC's questions to Seabury APG Airline Planning (SAPG) in response to their peer 
review of InterVISTAS' OSI analysis , which were received on 10 November 2010 . 

The ACCC has asked a number of detailed questions about the precise methodologies and data used 
by SAPG in its analysis. SAPG's response to each of these questions is enclosed. 

The reports prepared by InterVISTAS and by SAPG evidence that the Alliance will result in 
quantifiable service improvements which are valued by passengers, stimulating passenger numbers. 

OSI is not a theoretical model. The methodologies and coefficients used by each of InterVIST AS 
and SAPG to model the impact of the Alliance on passenger numbers have been calibrated over many 
years of industry experience. This calibration allows them to reflect actual passenger behaviour over 
time across different markets. In addition, SAPG has specifically calibrated its model for the trans
Tasman market, with similar results to the US domestic model used by InterVISTAS. 

There are some minor differences in the methodologies and in the precise stimulation results that have 
been reported by each of InterVIST AS and SAPG. However, they are consistent in showing the :EO::: 
Alliance will result in a significant improvement in service and a resulting increase in passengero~o::(/) numbers, 

U- 
c(!) It is not relevant to an evaluation of this evidence whether one set of coefficients should be preferred 
UJW to another, for example whether the coefficient for codeshare services should be [restriction ofcO::: 

publication claimed]. Any change in the coefficients used in the analysis would alter the quantity=>u 
...J of passengers diverted to the Applicants' services and the total size of market stimulation . 

However, it will not alter the direction of the traffic flows as a result of the Alliance: ThexII) 

w.:J conclusion that the Alliance will stimulate passenger numbers will remain the same regardless of 


Q. the precise model or methodology applied , 

The ACCC has also asked SAPG a question about how the OSI analysis accounts for variables other 
than service quality, e.g. fares (see question 6) , This question reflects the concerns expressed in the 
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Draft Determination that the OSI analysis assumes that the Applicants will not alter fares and does not 
take into account rivals' price and capacity responses to the Alliance. The Draft Determination notes 
that, on this basis , the OSI analysis may underestimate or overestimate the passenger stimulation 
effect of the Alliance. (See Draft Determination, [5.123]). 

OSI analysis does not model the impact of fare changes on passenger numbers. This is not a 
limitation of the analysis. OSI analysis is used to model the effect of changes in service levels on 
passenger numbers assuming constant fare levels. This enables the model to measure response to 
service levels independent of price changes, ie for a given fare, which service offering will passengers 
prefer? The analysis of both InterVISTAS and SAPG demonstrates that the Alliance will result in 
service improvements that are valued by passengers and a stimulation of demand across the Tasman 
market. This is clear, quantifiable evidence of the public benefits associated with the Alliance. 

The question of the fare effects of the Alliance is separate from the service impact of the Alliance and 
is being considered by the ACCC in its assessment of the competition effects of the Alliance . The 
Applicants have elsewhere demonstrated that, given the high level of competition within the market 
and the highly fare elastic nature of demand they will have no ability or incentive to anti-competitively 
raise fares. To the extent that the ACCC has residual competition concerns on certain routes, the 
Applicants have offered capacity conditions to ensure that they cannot withdraw or withhold capacity, 
and thereby raise fares. This is a distinct question from the assessment of the public benefits 
associated with the Alliance. 

Importantly, as the Draft Determination has accepted, OSI is a modelling tool that is used widely and 
relied upon in the aviation industry to inform commercial decisions. The InterVIST AS aSI analysis 
formed the basis for approval by the Virgin Blue board for the proposed Alliance . This is 
compelling evidence that the aSI analysis is a reliable and accurate indicator of the benefits 
associated with the Alliance. It is well established that the evidence of the actual behaviour of 
market participants is more reliable than theoretical or speculative information when assessing 
the competitive impact (or public benefits) associated with proposed conduct. 

Together and individually, the InterVISTAS and SAPG OSI analyses provide the clearest evidence that 
the Alliance will result in service improvements which are valued by passengers and will result in 
passengers choosing to fly on the Alliance's services as well as overall market stimulation . This is 
strong evidence of the public benefits associated with the Alliance. 

Please contact us if you would like to discuss anything raised in this letter or in the enclosed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Luke Woodward Louise Klamka 
Partner Lawyer 
T +61 292634014 T +61 292634371 
Iwoodward@gtlaw.com.au Iklamka@gtlaw.com.au 
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Response to ACCC questions 

Prepared by Seabury APG Airline Planning, 19 November 2010 

I. It appears that you have calibrated 3 APGNet QSI model coefficients (i.e. codeshare 
connections relative to online connections, codeshare non-stop (local) relative to online non-stop, 
and single online connections relative to non-stop), which correspond with the coefficient(s) that 
InterVIST AS has used to weight its "Directness of service" model factor. Is this correct? 

'fhe APGI et model has coefficients for di rectness of service (such as one or tv"o stop flights and 
online or interline connections), which drive different QSI values for each type of itinerary. The 
model also contains coetticicnts which drive Q. I values for codeshare itineraries relative to online. 
The thr e l'<1ctors IllcllIioned are the key drivers of enhanced services for passengers which are 
relevant to the assessment of the AI iiance as. unti I the A prl icnnts opt i mi se thei r schedules, the 
codeshare is the main element of improved service: 

• codeshare connections. 
• codeshare non-stop, lwd 

• single on Iinc con nect. 

The InterVISTAS repolt r ' f r~ to 'Uiredncss \.)fservice' ~pec itically containing QSl coefficients 
for: 

• nonsl up, 

• one-slop; and 

• single connection n ight ,. 

Th 1nterVISTAS repolt contaills a section \vith a defin ition of' Directness of service' as it relates 
to their analys is. This appears comparable with the SAPG QSl coefficients that also measure 
nonstop, onestop and single connect ion flights however access to the IlltcrVISTAS model would be 
req uired to confirl11 this, 'rhese coemcients \vill no! be directly cOlllparable with the codeshare 
coefficients \vhich measure the codcshare relative to online service. 

2. What about calibration of other QSI model factors to the trans-tasman market such as: 

• Elapsed travel time? 
• Aircraft type? 
• Day of week? 
• Time of departure? 
• Flight frequency? 

Are these factors all included in APGNet? What coefficients were assigned to them (this is not 
disclosed in your paper)? Were coefficients calibrated for trans-Tasman conditions? 

The fac tors mCnliL)I)ed abO\e (elapsed travel time. aircraft type. time of depaltureiarrival, tlight 
frequenc ie'o ) are t. pica lly lIsed in QSI analysi s when schedule changes occur nnd the impact of 
changes in capaciLy or flight timings are being analy:; d. APG et includes these factors as user 
options \'vhich can be tu rned on or ott: or so the user can test sens iti vities of an individual analysis. 

[11 analysing the market stimulati n effect of tile Virgin Blue - Air New Zealand Alliance, we have 
assuml:d that the schedule will remain the same. We understnnd that the Applicants intend to 



optimise lheir services by changin g. factors such as da:v of lhe wee"- lime of departure and airc raft 
type, which '\\"ill in tum influellce e lapsed trave l time and 11ighl frequenc:v . However, C al so 
ullderstand that they have not yet final ised an optim ised chedu le and re asked 10 model the 
effec t of the Al liance as. lun ing tha t the operating s\.:hedules of both airl ines. and all other ai lines. 
remain the same but that the Ap plicants code!'illare on one another. Therefor~ tilt: e factor- are not 
the key drivers ofthe impact ofthe Al liance. The factors which ar re levant are the relative 
relationship between operati ng and codeshare flights and tile stimu lating eft~ct h~Ulges of service 
ha ve on demand. 

The fac rors ment ioned in the above yue tion ma:·" ha e a materinl impact on the result i f the a irlines 
were adding flig.hts or changing their schedu les and . as indicated in 0 11' report, we would expect to 
sec fUr1her imprnvcmenls in the serv ice land fW1her pas nger sli mulation) as a result of increased 
capacity and sc hedule optimisation. 

3. Is there much variation in weights across different studies that you do? For example, what is 
the range of the weights that Seabury has used on each of these factors across the work you have 
done in the past (j.e. what are minimum and maximum values)? 

SAPG ha' ob 'crvcd QSl variances across al l region ~ in factors such as relati ve ,veight o f onli ne 
connections and market till1 ul<lt iol1 values, Howe ver ca li hra tcd fact rs are witilin the same order 
of magn it ude . 

:E ir 

o~ The key Q Sl factor in th is ana lysis is the codeshare re lative to online (or carrier operated) fac tor, rr:cn u.- which we calibrated to~for the trans-Tasman market. In contra t, the calibrMecl value we have 
0(9 for the United States market is~ This is con istent \".,ith prev iolls <malysis in the lrans- asmanWW 

market whi l.:h SAPG has conducted, which ill ustrates that codeshare is more effi cient in the trans00:: 

::JU asman market than in otht:f marl-.e ts. 

-1
0-1 
><00 There is further d i. Cll<;sioll orthi~ po int in respons\,. to question 7 be low, 
w~ 

Q. 

Estimation oftraffic stimulation 

4. Author states at p. 11 that "a market stimulation model was developed specifically for all 
markets to and from Australia and New Zealand where service had changed". What does this 

mean? 

SAPG has condlll.:ted this type of' market st imulat ion ' naly"is Hlany ti mes in many reg ions. The 
ana lys is aims to measure the relationshi p in a market belween changes in leve l ofserv icc (QSI 
va lues) and the il11pad on market de·manu 

I1i storical uaw for all trans-TaSIllJIl mark·t \\'as analy-cd for increa_es in the lewl of se rvict: 
(measur d b : a dili( nal flights or larger ai rcraH) year-o\ cr-ycar for th . same mon th. All markets 
on wh ich th~ leve l of ervice challgt:d were I 'olated and incl uded in the dalaset on w'hich the 
stimulat ion model "vas based . The stim ulation rnodel mca ured the change in OS) p )i nt,s wld the 
associated chwlge in passengers on each route in the dataset. 

-rom this model a factor to detcl'lll iIJC the relat ionshi p betwet:ll change in ser l ice and chan ge in 
market demand was d rived , Questions 8 and 9 bchvv discll ss thi ' timulation mode l in more 

de/ai I. 



5. Also on page 11, the statement "calibrated QSI values for the Australia and New Zealand 
region were used to measure the change in service levels accurately", could be read as implying that 
all components of the QSI calculation were calibrated for the Australia and New Zealand region. 
Isn't it the case that only the Directness of Service component of QSI values reflect Australia-New 
Zealand specific conditions/information? 

As discussed above. th~ JC)CllS of our analysis was to assess the pflssenger effect of the 
implementation ofcudeshare by Virgin Blue and Air New Zealand on each other's flights. We 
\vere asked to model the effect assuming no changes to the schedule or frequency of the operating 
tlights of either airline (as schedule optimisation 118S not been finali sed). The key factors which 
drive the results of the analysis are theretore coc\eshare connections relative to online connections, 
codeshare non-stop (ioca!) relative to online non-stop and single online connections relative to non
stop, which were all calibrated to the trans-Tasman market . 

Other QS[ val ue were not relevant for our analysis and therefore were not cal ibrated for the trans
Tasman. 

6. In the regression analysis how have you accounted for variables other than quality that affect 
passenger numbers (e.g. fares, economic activity, exchange rate movements, special other factors 
affecting total travel costs, etc)? In other words, how have you sought to address omitted variable 
bias? 

Based on years o f" e perience in observing trends in market data, changes in service is known to 
ca use a step-clulIlge in market size. Vvl) ile chull oes in fares and macro-e~onomjc conditions Illay 
occur. it is the change in service tJUlt can calise a . ignificam step-change in the order of magnitude. 
It was this fa.:to1' thaI \ve isolated for calibration . Using a time period of year aims to avoid the 
impact of short term pric ing activity :lIld longer term macro level changes. 

7. How does you~oefficient result compare to the results in other simulations Seabury has 
undertaken? What is the maximum coefficient you have found in simulations involving changes of 
the scale of this Alliance? 

A recent study conducted for one of the largest aircraft manufacturers in the worlel found 
stilllu lation coe ffic ients in a si mi lnr range tor other regions of the world . For example. other 
regional market stimulat ion rat e~ inc lude: F~-Furope mod I was. Europe-North America 
model "vas.and Asia-E urope model was_ 

8/9. In Appendix 3 you present modelling results and the results of some statistical tests. Did 
you test the quality of residuals? Did you find them to be stationary? Were residuals normally 
distributed? The scatter diagram presented in Appendix 3 indicates the model is heteroskedastic. 
How did you correct for this? What effect did this have on the standard error? 

The primary statistics measures lIsed in the modelling were the R-squared and t statistics. The R
S u3 red at .86 was considered to bc a strong indic3tor of goodness of fit. The t-statistic, at over 
l05, shows that it is extremely unlikely that the stimulation is dose to zero. 

Aft er the study, based on [hi:'> questioll , we undertook;1I\ additional analysis of the residuals. The 
residuals shm\- thal the model has some degrce of heteroskedasticity. Hov" ever. that would Tlot 
impact th~ ~·oeffic ient t'stimate and the stilllulation model is still valid across other measures . It is 



dear from many years of observ ing markets. and hunureds of analyses conducted in all rClliollS 
globally that, over time, rnnrkets grow as :1 resuJt of service illlProvements. ~ 

General 

10. Can you provide us with more information about APGNet methodology? Do you have 
something written that is more detailed than the 2-3 brief paras on page 3? 

Please sl.'!e the attached presentation. 

11. Can you provide the following information? 

• 	 Details of the effect of the alliance on SeaburyAPG's QSI coefficient for (each airline if it 
exists) in each market in the Australia and New Zealand region 

• 	 All lATA Pax-IS passenger data relied upon by SeaburyAPG in undertaking its analysis 
• 	 All historical QSI information and coefficients used by SeaburyAPG in undertaking its 

analysis 

Plea_e see the attached excel file. 
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